
Friday, 16 March 2018

21-23 Mar IB PYP Evaluating Team Visit
26 Mar-1 Apr Holy Week, No Classes
Mon, 2 Apr Classes Resume
Fri, 6 Apr G4 Parent Orientation for Mount Purro
Mon, 9 Apr Day of Valor, National Holiday, No Classes
Fri, 13 Apr Night of the Notables

Sat, 14 Apr G7 Recollection
Wed,18 Apr G4 Market
Thu,19 Apr G8 Community Proj. Presentation, 11:30 am
23-27 Apr MYP STEAM Week
Mon, 23 Apr G1 Art and Artists
Sat, 28 Apr G3 First Communion,10:00 am

C O M I N G  E V E N T S

Dear Parents,

As Term 3 progresses with students working 
toward significant grade level projects, Beacon 
is also invested in Service Learning as a school 
and through small group student projects.  Our 
mission includes challenging students to become 
independent thinkers, confident communicators, and 
engaged citizens committed to act in service of 
society.

Committed to service, Beacon has entered into three 
formal service agreements with organizations that 
we partner with: 

1.  GABES, a public school with facilities on the Nutrition Center compound next to our campus
2.  Ang Misyon, with a mission that includes providing avenues for igniting social change and youth 

development through the pursuit of excellence in Classical Music
3.  Stiftung Solarenergie Philippines, which addresses the challenge of energy poverty in off-grid rural 

communities as well as disaster preparedness and response.  

To support the greater Taguig community in the event of a natural disaster resulting in power loss, we store 10 
solar suitcases on campus for deployment, two of which are for Beacon School's use.  

As a result of our partnership with Ang Misyon, student scholars from Taguig continue to learn a classical 
instrument at Beacon on Saturdays.  Beacon parents have donated instruments and our BPA hosts their 
merienda, while Ang Misyon provides the music teachers and administrative support for performance events that 
also includes select members of the Orchestra of the Filipino Youth (OFY) as well as Beacon students.  From 
this partnership that began in 2014, six scholars from the Ang Misyon Taguig satellite at Beacon have advanced 
as apprenctices and associates to the central orchestras in Ortigas.  Among them, one scholar, JM, serves as 
concert master for OFY!

Since our partnership with GABES began in September 2015, we have organized several student and teacher 
exchanges. For their Community and Service Projects, many MYP students have selected programs related to 
the GABES school community.  Last Saturday, Mr. Francis Buenaventura piloted a new program by leading a 
morning of workshops facilitated by Beacon teachers for 120 GABES students.  The event was also supported by 
House Captains and Student Council members.  More details can be found within this newsletter.   

As another first, MYP students participated in the World Scholars Cup hosted by the Singapore School in Cebu 
this week and retuned home overall champions!  Students won several individual awards and these will be 
included in a subsequent issue of BI. Congratulations to our students!   

Next Wednesday through Friday, Beacon welcomes IB educators Mario Gauci and Emma Homerlein for the IB 
PYP Evaluation.  Teachers have worked diligently in preparation for it.  We welcome the visit as an opportunity to 
learn from the Visiting Team and be guided by the recommendations they will make.  These will also be shared 
with the community once we receive the formal IB report in June. 

          All the best,
             Mary Chua, Dean of School



:

   PYP Programme Evaluation
           Next week, from March 21 - 23, we host members of the IB PYP 

Visiting Team (VT), Mr. Mario Gauci and Ms. Emma Homerlein, 
who will be here to evaluate the Primary Years Programme at 
Beacon.  

  According to the IB, the programme evaluation process aims to: 

•  evaluate the extent to which the school is meeting the 
programme standards and practices 

•  improve implementation by identifying strengths and 
weaknesses, and determining areas for future focus 

•  serve as a vehicle to reinforce the support and 
commitment for the programme from all stakeholders in 
the community. 

          (http://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/become-an-ib-school/
pypguidetoschoolauthorization.pdf, accessed 3/12/2018)

During their visit, the VT will observe classes and meet with trustees, BPA 
officers, and PYP teachers by grade level and subject area.  

As a result of the visit, Beacon will receive an evaluation report which 
will include both commendations for areas where we have exceeded 
expectations as well as recommendations details for where we need to 
focus further effort in the coming five years to seek improvement.   
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Teacher Outreach Activities
On Saturday, 10 March  2018, 120 GABES students came to Beacon School 
to participate in activities facilitated by Beacon teachers, and assisted by 
members of the StuCo.

Activities included:
• Creative storytelling activities with Nina del Carmen and Pam Meriales with  
 Maya S.   
• Origami with Cheska Acuin with Nina E.
• Minecraft with Joey Fernandez with Adrien C.
• Cupcake baking and decorating with Rhea Abat and Loreta Balinbin with   
 Naya M. 
• Basketball with Ricky Sales and an assist from Hermes R.
• Volleyball with Coaches JR and Jun and an assist from Noah S.
• Flag football with Denise Caraiso and company 

Many thanks to our teachers and to Coach Francis, who led this initiative!

Ang Misyon 
In April 2014, Beacon School and Ang Misyon began its the partnership and 
launched the Ang Misyon Taguig satellite. 

Throughout the last four years, on Saturdays, Beacon School has provided 
students from Taguig with a space for music lessons provided by Ang Misyon 
teachers. Our community has donated classical music instruments or funds 
to purchase them. Our BPA provides students with a merienda after every 
lesson. Beacon students who study a string instrument have also benefited 
by participating in joint concerts that include members of the Orchestra of the 
Filipino Youth.  

We are happy to report that five scholars from the Taguig satellite have 
advanced from lessons in the satellite, to joining the prep and main orchestras! 
The musician, JM, whose talent was discovered during the first audition to be 
part of Ang Misyon, is now a first violinist and concert master!

Thank you, Beacon Community, for your ongoing support of the Ang Misyon     
 Taguig satellite!

Music Room at GABES

Alexa C. and Mirielle C. volunteer to transform a delapidated 
classroom at GABES into a space for music 
inspiration!

Funds for this project are from BPA, 
the Giving Tree and generous parents. 
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Guidance

When Your Child Gets Angry: 
Here’s Your Gameplan

We can help our children learn to manage their anger responsibly. 
By: Laura Markham, PhD

Sending children away to get control of their anger perpetuates the feeling 
of ‘badness” inside them...Chances are they were already feeling not very 
good about themselves before the outburst and the isolation just serves to confirm in their own minds that they 
were right.”       -- Otto Weininger, Ph.D. Time-In Parenting

When our kids get angry, it pushes buttons for most of us. We’re not perfect, but we try to be loving parents. 
Why is our child lashing out like this?

Many parents send an angry child to her room to “calm down.” After all, what else can we do? We certainly 
can’t reason with her when she’s furious. It’s no time to teach lessons or ask for an apology. She needs to calm 
down. 

If we send our angry child to his room, he will indeed calm down, eventually. He’ll also have gotten some clear 
messages:

Ø No one is listening to what’s upsetting you. No one is going to help you solve the problem you’re 
experiencing. 
Ø Anger is bad. You’re being a bad person for feeling angry at us and not knowing how to express it in an 

acceptable way. 
Ø Your anger scares us. You’re on your own when it comes to managing those big scary feelings in a 

responsible way--we don’t know how to help you. 
Ø When you’re angry, the best thing to do is to stuff those feelings. (Of course, that means they’re no longer 

under your conscious control, and will burst out again soon in unmanageable ways.)

No wonder so many of us develop anger-management issues that last into adulthood, whether that means we 
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yell at our kids, throw tantrums with our partner, or overeat to avoid 
acknowledging our anger. 

What can we do instead? We can help our children learn to manage 
their anger responsibly. Most of us have a hard time picturing what 
that looks like. Quite simply, responsible anger management begins 
with accepting our anger -- but refraining from acting on it by lashing 
out at others. There’s always a way to express what we need without 
attacking the other person. 

In fact, when we’re willing to stop and notice the deeper feelings under 
our anger, we find hurt and fear and sadness. If we allow ourselves to feel those emotions, the anger melts 
away. It was only a reactive defense.  
This is one of the most critical tasks of childhood -- learning to tolerate the wounds of everyday life without 
moving into reactive anger. People who can do this are able to work things out with others and manage 
themselves to achieve their goals. We call them emotionally intelligent.

Children develop emotional intelligence when we teach them that all their feelings are okay, but they always 
have a choice about how they act. Here’s how to do that.

When your child gets angry:
1. Keep yourself from moving into “fight or flight” by taking a few deep breaths and reminding 

yourself that there’s no emergency. This models emotional regulation and helps your child feel safer, so 
she begins to shift out of “fight or flight” herself.”

2. Listen. Acknowledge why your child is upset. Often, when people don’t feel heard, they escalate. 
By contrast, when your child feels understood, he’ll begin to feel calmer -- even when he doesn’t get his 
way.

3. Try to see it from his point of view. The more compassionate you can be, the more likely your child 
will find his way to the tears and fears under the anger: "Oh, Sweetie, I'm sorry this is so hard...You're 
saying I never understand you...that must feel so terrible and lonely." You don’t have to agree, and you 
don’t have to disagree. Just acknowledge his truth in the moment. Once he feels heard, his truth will 
shift.

4. Don't get hooked by rudeness and personal attacks. Parents are often hurt when children yell at 
them. But your child doesn’t actually hate you, or want a new mom or dad, or whatever she’s yelling. 
She feels hurt and scared and powerless, so she’s pulling out the most upsetting thing she can think of, 
so you’ll know how upset she is. Just say "Ouch! You must be so upset to say that to me. Tell me why 
you're upset. I'm listening."

 Your child is not “behaving badly” or “winning.” She’s showing you in the best way she can at the 
moment just how upset she is. As she realizes that she doesn’t have to raise her voice or go on the 
attack to be heard, and that it’s safe to show you her vulnerable emotions, she’ll develop the capacity to 
express her feelings more appropriately.

5. Set whatever limits are necessary to keep everyone safe, while acknowledging the anger and 
staying compassionate. "You're so mad! You can be as mad as you want, but hitting is not ok, no 
matter how upset you are. You can stomp to show me how mad you are, but no hitting."

6. If your child is already in a full meltdown, don’t talk except to empathize and reassure her that 
she’s safe. Don’t try to teach, reason or explain. When she’s awash in adrenaline and other fight or 
flight reactions is not the time to explain why she can’t have what she wants, or get her to admit that 
she actually loves her little sister. Just acknowledge how upset she is: "You are so upset about this...I'm 
sorry it's so hard."
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7. Remind yourself that tantrums are nature’s way of 
helping immature brains let off steam. Children don’t yet 
have the frontal cortex neural pathways to control themselves 
as we do.  (And please note that we don’t always regulate our 
anger very well, even as adults!)  The best way to help children 
develop those neural pathways is to offer empathy, while they’re 
angry and at other times. It’s ok -- good, actually -- for your 
child to express those tangled, angry, hurt feelings. After we 
support kids through a tantrum, they feel closer to us and more 
trusting. They feel less wound-up inside, so they can be more 
emotionally generous. They aren’t as rigid and demanding.

8. Remember that anger is a defense against threat. It 
comes from our “fight, flight or freeze” response. Sometimes the 
threat is outside us, but often it isn’t. We see threats outside us 

because we’re carrying around old stuffed emotions like hurt, fear or sadness. Whatever’s happening in 
the moment triggers those old feelings, and we go into fight mode to try to stuff them down again.

 So while your child may be upset about something in the moment, it may also be that he’s lugging 
around a full emotional backpack, and just needs to express those old tears and fears. A new 
disappointment can feel like the end of the world to a child, because all those old feelings come up. Kids 
will do anything to fend off these intolerable feelings, so they rage and lash out.  

9. Make it safe for your child to move past anger.  If they feel safe expressing their anger, and we meet 
that anger with compassion, the anger will begin to melt. So while we accept our child’s anger, it isn’t 
the anger that is healing. It’s the expression of the tears and fears beneath the anger that washes out 
the hurt and sadness and makes the anger vanish, because once your child shows you those more 
vulnerable feelings, the anger is no longer necessary as a defense.

10. Stay as close as you can. Your child needs an accepting witness who loves him even when he’s 
angry. If you need to move away to stay safe, tell him "I won't let you hurt me, so I'm moving back a bit, 
but I am right here. Whenever you're ready for a hug, I'm right here." 

 If he yells at you to "Go away!" say "You're telling me to go away, so I am moving back, ok? I won't leave 
you alone with these scary feelings, but I'm moving back."

11. Keep yourself safe. Kids often benefit from pushing against us when they’re upset, so if you can 
tolerate it and stay compassionate, that’s fine to allow. But if your child is hitting you, move away. If 
she pursues you, hold her wrist and say “I don’t think I want that angry fist so close to me. I see how 
angry you are. You can hit the pillow I’m holding, or push against my hands, but no hurting.” Kids don’t 
really want to hurt us -- it scares them and makes them feel guilty. Most of the time, when we move into 
compassion and they feel heard, kids stop hitting us and start crying.

12. Don’t try to evaluate whether he’s over-reacting. Of course he’s over-reacting! But remember that 
children experience daily hurts and fears that they can’t verbalize and that we don’t even notice. They 
store them up and then look for an opportunity to “discharge” them.  So if your kid has a meltdown over 
the blue cup and you really can’t go right now to get the blue cup out of the car, it’s ok to just lovingly 
welcome his meltdown. Most of the time, it wasn’t about the cup, or whatever he’s demanding. When 
children get whiny and impossible to please, they usually just need to cry.  

13. Acknowledging her anger will help her calm down a bit. Then help her get under the anger by 
softening yourself. If you can really feel compassion for this struggling young person, she’ll feel it 
and respond. Don’t analyze, just empathize. “You really wanted that; I’m so sorry, Sweetie.” Once 
you recognize the feelings under the anger, she will probably pause and stop lashing out. You’ll see 
some vulnerability or even tears. You can help her surface those feelings by focusing on the original 
trigger: "I'm so sorry you can't have the _____ you want, Sweetie. I'm sorry this is so hard." When our 
loving compassion meets her wound, that’s when she collapses into our arms for a good cry. And all 
those upset feelings evaporate.
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14. AFTER he's calmed down, you can talk.  
Resist the urge to lecture. Tell a story to help him 
put this big wave of emotion in context. “Those 
were some big feelings...everyone needs to cry 
sometimes...You wanted....I said no...You were 
very disappointed...You got so angry....You were 
sad and disappointed....Thank you for showing 
me how you felt....”  If he just wants to change 
the subject, let him. You can circle back to bring 
closure later in the day or at bedtime, while you’re 
snuggling. But most young children WANT to 
hear the story of how they got mad and cried, as 
long as it’s a story, not a lecture. It helps them 
understand themselves, and makes them feel 
heard.  

15. What about teaching? You don’t have to do as much as you think. Your child knows what she did 
was wrong. It was those big feelings that made her feel like it was an emergency, and necessary to 
break the rule about being kind. By helping her with the emotions, you’re making a repeat infraction 
less likely. 

Wait until after the emotional closure, and then keep it simple. Recognize that part of her wants to make a 
better choice next time, and align with that part. Be sure to give her a chance to practice a better solution to 
her problem. “When we get really angry, like you were angry at your sister, we forget how much we love the 
other person. They look like they’re our enemy. Right? You were so very mad at her. We all get mad like that 
and when we are very mad, we feel like hitting. But if we do, later we’re sorry that we hurt someone. We wish 
we could have used our words. I wonder what else you could you have said or done, instead of hitting?”

Accepting emotions like this is the beginning of resilience. Gradually, your child will internalize the ability 
to weather disappointment, and learn that while he can’t always get what he wants, he can always get 
something better -- someone who loves and accepts all of him, including the yucky parts like disappointment 
and anger. He’ll have learned that emotions aren’t dangerous -- they can be tolerated without acting on them, 
and they pass. Gradually, he’ll learn to verbalize his feelings and needs without attacking the other person -- 
even when he’s furious. 

You’ll have taught him how to manage his emotions. And you’ll have strengthened, rather than eroded, your 
bond with him. All by taking a deep breath and staying compassionate in the face of rage. Sounds saintly, I 
know, and you won’t always be able to pull it off.  But every time you do, you’ll be helping your child grow the 
neural pathways for a more emotionally intelligent brain. And you’ll be gifting yourself a lot less drama -- and 
a lot more love.

Source: Markham, Laura. “When Your Child Gets Angry: Here's Your Gameplan.” Psychology Today, Sussex 
Publishers, 11 Apr. 2017, Retrieved: 18 October 2017, www.psychologytoday.com/blog/peaceful-parents-happy-
kids/201704/when-your-child-gets-angry-heres-your-gameplan.

 

Michelle Dizon,  MC Carpio, 
Michelle Arkoncel, 

Francis Buenaventura, 
Richard Sales, 

Rizza Angeles and IT staff.  

 TO THE FOLLOWING WHO 
CONTRIBUTED TO THIS ISSUE: 
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BASKETBALL
The ISSA and MISAA basketball tournaments are over.  Our students 
endured a grueling four months of competition against other school 
teams of varied skill and built.  In the end, all our teams had a podium 
finish.  Here are the results:

Inter-Scholastic Sports Association (ISSA)
Elementary Boys Division - Beacon School - 3rd Runner-up (behind 
DLSZ, BSM & CSA)
Middle School Boys Plate Division - Beacon School - 2nd Runner-up 
(behind Seton & CSA)

Manila International Schools Athletic Association (MISAA)
Division 5 (6&under) - Beacon: 2nd Runner-up
Division 4 (8&under) - Beacon: 2nd Runner-up
Division 3 Boys (11& under) - Beacon: CHAMPION!

Division 3 Girls (11&under) - Beacon: 1st Runner-up
Division 2 Boys (14&under) - Beacon: 1st Runner-up
Division 2 Girls (14&under) - Beacon - 2nd Runner-up

Congratulations to all the basketball coaches: Pocholo Villanueva (MYP Boys), Edward Banzon (MYP Boys), 
Ish Tiu (Girls), Paula Bombeo (Girls), Paco Madamba (11uB), Jumel Lopez (8u & 6u) and Jun Gacayan (8u 
& 6u).  Thanks to our teachers who supported our teams throughout the tournaments.  Special thanks to the 
teachers who watched the championship games last March 3 @ CISM - DJ Leonardia, Nina del Carmen, Christina 
Young, Joey Fernandez, Pam Meriales and Pat Villanueva.

VOLLEYBALL
Our volleyball teams were also very impressive and battled 
courageously against more experienced teams.  Our 11 & under team 
continued tradition by bagging the championship in 3 sets against 
CISM!  Beacon School has won this division 2 straight times!  Here 
are the results:

MISAA Volleyball Tournament
Division 3 (11 & under) - Beacon - CHAMPION!    
Division 2 (14 & under) - Beacon - 2nd Runner-up

Congratulations to Coach JR Estrellado and Coach Jun Gacayan!

SWIMMING
Nate L., Grade 7MB, has been Beacon School's lone swimmer this year but he has definitely made waves in the 
scholastic swimming scene with victories in different competitions.  Here are his results:

Xavier Invitational Swim Cup (42 schools) - Grade 7 & 8 Div - GOLD - 50m Breastroke 
Manila Japanese School Swim Meet (6 schools) - GOLD - 100m Breastroke

League of Southern Manila Schools Swim Meet (Brent) - GOLD - 50m Breastroke

FUTSAL
The next MISAA tournament will be Futsal which will open this Saturday, March 17 at CISM.  The MYP team will 
be competing against Everest, Fountain, CISM and EIS starting at 12 nn.  The PYP teams will start competitions 
on March 24 and April 7.  Let's continue supporting our student-athletes! 
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